Passat vw 2014

Set apart by its European-style refinement, roomy interior and fuel-efficient diesel engine
option, the Volkswagen Passat is a solid choice for a family sedan. One of the more interesting
options for a midsize sedan is the Volkswagen Passat. It's the only European car in the family
sedan segment, and that heritage is evident in its clean styling, tidy, down-to-business interior
design and solid, composed highway ride. It's also the only sedan in this class that offers a
diesel engine option, and that power plant returns impressive fuel economy on par with hybrid
sedans. However, there's plenty of North American influence in VW's family sedan as well, and
indeed the Passat's greatest attribute is the vast amount of space it offers for passengers and
cargo. This spaciousness is no accident, of course, as the Volkswagen Passat is built in
Tennessee expressly for the American market. Not only is this midsize VW sufficiently
comfortable and serene for long road trips on U. Most Passat buyers end up with one of the
more sensible engine options, of course, and to be honest we've never been thrilled with the
base 2. The good news is that Volkswagen is phasing in a new, turbocharged 1. It doesn't make
any more horsepower than the 2. Initially, only SEL models will have the new engine as
standard, but as the model year progresses, you can expect to see the 1. Still, if you're really
serious about fuel economy, the extra cost of the diesel engine on the TDI models will probably
be worth it to you. Although there's much to like about the Volkswagen Passat, we can say the
same about many of its competitors and you'll certainly want to check a few of them out before
making a decision. The Nissan Altima and Honda Accord are two of our favorites in this class:
Their base four-cylinder gasoline engines are more fuel-efficient than the Passat's 1. We're also
fond of the Mazda 6, which has the sportiest handling in this class, and the stylish Ford Fusion ,
whose eco-themed counterpart, the Fusion Hybrid, is a compelling alternative to a diesel
Passat. Even in the face of so many competent rivals, though, the Volkswagen Passat comes
highly recommended, especially with the 1. The Volkswagen Passat sedan is offered in four
broad models broken down by engine 2. Move up to the SE trim level and you get inch alloy
wheels, heated mirrors and windshield washer nozzles, a rearview camera, rear-seat air vents, a
sliding front armrest, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, upgraded gauges and displays, and an
eight-speaker sound system with a touchscreen audio interface. This year's new Passat Sport is
similar to the SE but has inch wheels, a rear spoiler, steering-wheel-mounted shift paddles with
the automatic transmission and special exterior and interior styling details. Options on SE
models include a sunroof or the sunroof bundled with a navigation system. On TDI SE models,
inch alloy wheels are also added if the sunroof is equipped, and if you equip both the sunroof
and the nav system, you get foglights as well. Navigation is not available on V6 SE models, but
on the upside, a nine-speaker Fender audio system is included with the optional sunroof. The
SEL models include all of the above items, including an upgraded navigation system with a
larger screen, hard-drive music storage and traffic updates. The VW Passat is front-wheel drive
and comes with a choice of four distinctly different engines. The S, SE and Wolfsburg models
come with a 2. You can have a five-speed manual or six-speed automatic transmission on S and
SE models, while the Wolfsburg is automatic only. In Edmunds performance testing, an
automatic-equipped Passat 2. The EPA's estimated fuel economy for manual-shift Passat 2.
These figures are below average among midsize sedans. Volkswagen is beginning to phase the
2. Currently, the 1. Eventually, though, it will be the base engine on all Passats, and consumers
are likely to encounter both engines in models at dealerships. A six-speed automatic is
standard on the SEL 1. In Edmunds performance testing, the Passat 1. Those seeking maximum
mpg can opt for Volkswagen's turbocharged 2. Called the TDI, this diesel engine comes with
either a six-speed manual or six-speed automated manual transmission known as DSG , which
takes the place of a conventional automatic. In extensive Edmunds fuel economy testing, we've
found that the diesel VW Passat can easily surpass these numbers by mpg. The strongest
engine available on the Passat is a 3. In Edmunds testing, a Passat 3. Standard safety features
for the Volkswagen Passat include antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, front side
airbags, and front and rear side curtain airbags. In the event of a crash, the onboard computer
automatically cuts off the fuel supply, unlocks the doors and turns on the hazard flashers. VW's
new Car-Net telematics system, standard from the Wolfsburg model on up, includes automatic
crash notification, roadside assistance, remote vehicle access, stolen vehicle location and
geo-fencing which allows parents to set boundaries for teenage drivers. A Car-Net smartphone
app lets owners control many of these functions on the go. In government crash testing, the
Passat scored a perfect five out of five stars overall, with five stars for frontal impact protection
and five stars for side crash protection. Similarly, the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
awarded the Passat its top score of "Good" for frontal moderate-overlap, side-impact and
roof-strength tests. The Passat received the Institute's second-highest rating of "Acceptable" in
the small-overlap frontal-offset crash test. In Edmunds brake testing, a Passat 3. However, a 2.
The Volkswagen Passat's character depends a great deal on which engine is under the hood.

Although performance from the 2. It's also quicker than the TDI, but that turbocharged 2. For
those who care more about power than mpg, the 3. The DSG automated manual transmission
that's available with the TDI engine and standard with the V6 generally feels like a regular
automatic transmission and, in some cases, it's better -- it provides quick downshifts in
highway passing situations. One negative is the lackadaisical throttle response on
DSG-equipped Passats and on 2. Most owners get used to this behavior in time, but if it bothers
you, the automatic-equipped Passat 1. On the highway, all Volkswagen Passats are
impressively quiet and comfortable, snuffing out bumps large and small. Around turns, the
steering is reasonably precise, although there's not much feel for the road and some drivers
find it a tad heavy at low speeds. Overall, though, the Passat earns high marks for its relaxed,
refined demeanor in everyday driving. Spaciousness is the operative word when describing the
Passat's cabin. Space up front is good; however, the driver seat only adjusts in six ways minus
lumbar , and it lacks the seat-bottom tilt found in most competitors. In back, the Passat verges
on full-size sedan dimensions, as even good-sized adults will have room to stretch out their
legs. The seatback cushion is too upright, however, which can result in taller occupants' heads
grazing the roof. The spacious trunk can swallow The quality of the VW Passat's interior
materials is among the best in the class. The overall cabin design is decidedly upscale, while
the layout of gauges and controls is refreshingly simple. The premium Fender audio system has
been tuned to the acoustics of the interior and will please even hard-core audiophiles. Our only
significant complaint relates to the optional navigation systems. The SE models have a
lower-cost navigation unit with a small touchscreen display. You get a usefully larger screen in
the SEL, but we've found this higher-end interface slower to process commands whether you're
changing a radio station or entering a destination. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Passat. Is it better to lease or buy
a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen
Passat lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Below-average acceleration with 2. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. A more
fuel-efficient 1. VW's Car-Net telematics interface also debuts this year, and most trims,
including this year's new Sport trim level, now have a standard rearview camera. Read more.
Write a review See all 55 reviews. Looks great, responsive in acceleration, handling, and
braking. Had it about a month. The 2. Ride is quiet on 18" wheels. Previous reviewer got a Base
model, with a 5 cylinder engine. Read less. I considered that if I was going to get a car that had
great gas mileage, then the sticker price had also better make sense. So, it had to make sense
base upon sticker price, residual value and fuel economy. The Passat came out ahead because
the car was less expensive than the others even loaded , and had an acceptable high fuel
economy. Pleasing Passat Performance I needed and affordable sedan with good room for kids
and extended family and looked at Accord,Mazda 6,Fusion and Passat. I also was shopping for
a real discount beyond True-Car prices the decision was then left to 2 choices.. I also has read
about the CVT shudder and didn't want to have to deal that as a potential issue. Part The Passat
continues to give trouble free performance. Quiet,roomy and controlled it proves move often
than not it is a people pleaser. Friends now understand my reason for purchase I would without
reservation recommend a Passat 1. It does so many things so very well. Unmatched TDI
mileage, huge and comfortable, early build quality worries. Here you get more, a lot MORE than
claimed. Note: Hybrids will always outperform in stop and go city traffic. However, on the
highway, diesels will blow hybrids away. The choice is thus dependent on driving environment.
A little worried about build quality. See all 55 reviews of the Used Volkswagen Passat. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3 average Rating out of 2 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the Passat. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Hard sale pressure. Then stopped following up. Horrible way to sale a
car. We were very interested, but after a few texts with the clowns on this sales staff forget it!
Shawn was very knowledgeable, helpful and accommodating. Smooth, easy and no pressure

purchase. Loving my new ride. Quick to respond and very accommodating. He was very
knowledgeable about the car and even knew the person who traded it in! Great job! Daniel was
super helpful, honest, and a pleasure to deal with! I bought the truck and it was exactly what I
was looking for. Drove it miles off the lot with no problems. This dealer was very professional
and the experience we received from him was great. He knew his business and was very helpful
in helping us purchase the car we were looking at. I would buy from this dealer again. They had
the van ready for me to test drive and there was no pressure. Jaden did an awesome job! So,
drove to the dealer to see the car. All I did was waste my time. Hussain is very informative and
answered all my questions. He made my transaction very easy and comfortable. He also has a
variety of cars to chose from. A dealer was on top of things on getting in touch with me and was
very concerned if I've gotten a vehicle yet. Dealer contacted me promptly, we worked out a deal
on my trade and I believe we're both happy. Laura was awesome and has been great with
following up and working with me. It's been awesome. This is a great car lot. They have a lot of
nice vehicles, and will do there best to get u in one of them. I had I great experience with them. I
contacted dealer for more information. Both salesman Mike B. They were extremely helpful and I
would recommend! Jason Bowman got in touch with me immediately, was a pleasure to work
with, and walked me through the purchase process smoothly! Front desk clerk was super
friendly and super helpful. Even though I did not purchase the vehicle they were very friendly
from start to finish. I was pre approved but that put the wrong information even though I filled
out the form and they took my I'd, so they could up the price and act as if it was a rough glance
for the per approval. Now I have a hard inquiry on my credit report because they felt I was by
myself and a woman so I guess I wouldn't know they were trying to haggle. Very displeased
with them and the way I was treated. Only giving a star so I can submit my rating. I inquired
about the fact the vehicle showed had an accident on records. But seller did respond back very
quickly, but they could not provide any specifics about it. So I decided to keep looking. So why
advertise it? Got a good car for a good price. Eleazar was responsive and easy to work with. But
the deal was still good even with that needless charge. The Manager Michael bought us food
too. The guys over at Choice Auto sales are great! We purchased a new work van. The
transaction was smooth and easy. What any buyer wants is a car that looks more expensive
than it really is. The Passat plays that role perfectly, with sharp angles, aggressive headlights
and a flat chrome grille that borders on stoic. At night, the license plate area is illuminated by
ultra-bright LEDs that might leave some thinking this is an Audi at a quick glance. That may be
the perfect effect you want to leave when you pull up to whatever local function hall or nearby
hotel bar has been rented out for your reunion. Inside, the Passat features an interior that is
simple but never feels spartan. Though our test model featured hard plastic and the V-Tex fake
leather that Volkswagen shills, the lines of the cabin are, once again, aesthetically upscale.
There are 4 powertrains from which to choose for the Passat. It has been my experience that I5
engines are almost never smoother than their 4- or 6-cylinder counterparts, and even in the
smaller Jetta, this powerplant is underwhelming. One can only imagine what it's like in a car
that's almost pounds heavier. Next up is the 1. It makes hp and lb-ft of torque, which is not very
exciting but gets you where you need to go. Both the 1. The cheaper 2. This engine delivers hp
and lb-ft of torque, sent to the front wheels through a 6-speed direct shift gearbox, also known
as DSG. It features a 2. It makes a scant hp but a rather impressive lb-ft of torque. Our test
model was equipped with a 6-speed manual transmission, offering one extra cog of RPM
optimization. A 6-speed DSG is also available. In accelerating, the Passat TDI moves quickly
from a standstill, but due to its low horsepower and relatively close gear ratios, you have to
shift early and often to get anywhere. The Passat does not have a locked-down performance
suspension, but it never felt too squishy either. It can sop up bumps and potholes but feels
surprisingly level and composed if you enter an on- or offramp with a great deal of speed. It's
the kind of suspension composure that will not compel you to take the Passat to a track, but
allows you to make a real-life turn in traffic with minimal body roll and discomfort to your
passengers. Take the rear seats, for instance. With As for the HVAC and stereo controls, they
are simple and easy to use. The non-navigation touchscreen is flanked by real-live buttons on
either side for the major infotainment controls, like radio band, phone and vehicle setup. As
always, we test-drove the tech on the Passat, and in most areas, it passed with flying colors.
Pairing a phone via Bluetooth was easy, and the Passat responded to commands without issue,
which by the model year should be a requirement. I had a serious playlist of s music queued up
for my drive. The auxiliary data input for any car should be a simple USB port. For as much as
smartphone cable connectors change and evolve, USB remains. This is exemplified by the mess
that was caused when Apple changed the connector for its latest iPhone. Anyone using
products compatible with the previous connector had to pony up for a new adapterâ€”if that
was even an option. If your car had one of those non-removable proprietary cables for the

iPhone, you were out of luck when upgrading to the iPhone 5. If you had only a USB input, you
could connect any device you wanted. Oh, and that already-outdated cable which may or may
not come with an iPhone 5 adapter as standard equipment is too short. It doesn't even make it
out of the tiny center console bin in which it is located. So you have to decide between
connecting your phone via Bluetooth and placing it where you can see it or connecting it via
cable and hiding it in the console. Controls for any other music app than iTunes will be limited
to pause, skip back and skip ahead, so the cable issue comes down to how you use your phone
in the car. In addition to the barrage of front and side airbags found on all new vehicles, the
Passat also features electronic stability control, antilock brakes with hydraulic brake assist and
a crash-absorbing front crumple zone. In the event of a crash, the Passat also features an
Intelligent Crash Response System, which automatically turns off the fuel pump, unlocks the
doors and activates the hazard lights. These key steps make your vehicle easy to spot and
access by first responders. The vehicle also earned a 5-star safety rating from the National
Highway Transportation Safety Administration. Were it not for a puzzling backup camera
interface, the Passat would have scored a 10 for safety. For some reason, an entire menu bar
just for the Return button shows up on the right side, shrinking the screen. When it comes to a
feature owners will use as much as a backup camera, anything that unnecessarily diminishes
its size is not wise. The car was styled in such a way that every time I see one, it looks like it
cost 10 grand more. You have to pay more for the TDI, but get rewarded with the best Passat
fuel economy. Large highways that support trucking lines will always have diesel pumps
nearby, but they're not as common in some suburban areas. Also, the urea injection that keeps
the diesel emissions clean needs to be refilled roughly every 10, miles, and the car will not start
without it. What those other vehicles do not have is the composed, German-engineered
handling feel of the Passat. What brought the package together was arriving in a competent and
efficient Volkswagen Passat TDI. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Volkswagen Passat listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Image Not
Available. CarGurus User. Authorized Volkswagen Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Volkswagen
Passat Wolfsburg Edition 1. Volkswagen Passat SE 1. Volkswagen Passat S 1. One of our
favorite midsize sedans, and a member of the Motor Trend Car of the Year club, the Volkswagen
Passat returns for with a few improvements designed to fight back against newcomers
including the new Mazda6 and segment heavyweights such as the Honda Accord and Toyota
Camry. The Passat comes available in four different engines for The base 2. Its replacement is a
more modern and efficient 1. With its big fuel tank, and 43 mpg rating for Passat TDIs equipped
with the six-speed manual models with the six-speed dual-clutch auto get 40 mpg , Passat
drivers can theoretically go almost miles without having to refuel. Topping off the Passat lineup
is a 3. A wide variety of transmissions are available for the front-drive Passat, including a
five-speed manual, six-speed manual, six-speed automatic, and DSG six-speed dual-clutch
automatic. Our Car of the Year, the Volkswagen Passat brings a lot to the table. It's roomy,
comfortable, fun to drive, and unlike its predecessor, priced competitively. Volkswagen has
revised the Passat in an effort to make it even more competitive than before. The new 1. Like its
smaller Jetta sibling, the Volkswagen Passat is getting a new engine this year. The base hp 2.
The VW Passat Sport is new this year, as is electric power steering. Volkswagen is also
increasing the amount of interior color combinations on the Passat this year. Our Car of the
Year looks to fight off a resurgent midsize class. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years:
Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer
inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. The extra 3 mpg
isn't worth it. The outgoing 2. Expand All Vehicle Overview. Key Competitors. All Model Years
Our survey data reveals whether, all things considered, owners would buy the same car again.
The answer to that question is what determines our owner-satisfaction rating, which is a
powerful piece of intel because it predicts how well a particular model will satisfy other owners.
Includes acceleration and handling. It has a lot of power and it gets great gas mileage.
Acceleration,while not the quickest from a stop, is a delight when passing other cars or when
climbing a hill. Good highway manners. I love the handling and diesel torque. It is a TDI Diesel.
The transmission shifts hard when under low throttle at speeds under thirty. Rakes are soft and

grabby. Delay in acceleration from standing start. Very annoying. Fuel economy and range are
outstanding. Otherwise it has good acceleration. Road noise is not great, cost of service is
really high. Can't complain about that. Downsides: the emissions scandal, knowing that my car
has a Takata airbag with no fix and only the suggestion in the recall notice not to get into an
ac". Handles great for the price. When you need acceleration high way passing for example you
press the accelerator and count 1,2,3 and the turbo kicks in. Acceleration is very good". When
compared to similar makes, I think the Passat falls behind a little bit. The lower power of the TDI
plus the slightly lass smooth manual shifter means that there are occasional stalls even for
experienced manual shifters. This is a deal breaker, as we never stalled the Audi. The turbo
helps, and it helps most decidedly at highway speeds. You can accelerate from 60 mph to
80mph very quickly. The steering is a little stiff compared to other vehicles". The brakes squeal.
It feels solid on the road and accelerates safely. Firm yet compliant ride. Easy to enter
expressway. The acceleration is good especially for a diesel. The suspension is stiff enough for
good cornering but still not too stiff for a smooth ride. Steady, stable, feel relaxed and
comfortable behind this when. If I need to pass another car, I can do so easily without flooring
the accelerator. Drives great in the mountains and on the freeway. Reminds me very much of
the Porsche I raced many years ago. Handling almost as good as our Audi. Could use less
assist in the steering and brakes. Pretty responsive. Includes seats, climate control, noise, and
ride. Excellent, German car-like ride- fine handling. Excellent room front back and trunk. It
doesn't adjust as much as the drivers. Most times voice activated phone doesn't work because
it doesn't understand me unless you yell at voice command. This was a few weeks after I had
fallen and injured my back, and I immediately noticed the difference in comfort. As I was
planning a 1,mile trip I was quite anxious and pleased to get my own car back. What a
difference! The Passat is extremely comfortable on long drives and everyday running around,
both in front and back seats. Seats comfortable. My six foot body causes my head to hit the
ceiling which is very uncomfortable. Controls are well positioned and are intuitive and have a
good feel. Rides well and handles competently and cabin noise level is better than most.
Smooth, stable ride, quiet. Weird entry way. I believe this may be due to lower profile tires but
due to this being a higher end car in the VW line I am of the opinion that more nose reduction is
required to be built in to manufacturing. Hard tires wear long but are excessively noisy on the
highway. Seats are reasonably comfortable but could be a little cushier for my tastes.
Everything else is fine. No back pain. Driver seat comfortable with electronic controls Front
passenger not as much; old style lever adjustments. Noise level is very good with the widows
up and AC on. We can hear the radio well and talk easily in the car at highway speeds. The car
is very responsive and the turning radius is great. Never had a car like this before. My wife is 80
and cannot comfortably get in and out of the care because the seat sits too low to the ground.
One must step down to get into the seat! Ok ride. My husband is 6'5" and my daughter with
Cerebral Palsy can not easily fold her legs so we needed the most leg room for both front and
back seats. This car is great for this! Most leg room ever. Did you get what you wanted relative
to the price you paid? Most of the mediocre items are really just cosmetic things, not major
items. Despite its rating this car has vbeen very relaible so far. Not flashy but it gets one into
traffic or around most slow drivers. The price of the car Vs. I have lost lots of money on vehicle
that I will not get back. Even with the best snow tires, the diesel has such high torque tires spin
in snow, no ability for easy gradual start. I have snow 4 months of the year, the car sits in the
garage useless. Car has lots of room in the back seats and a carnivorous trunk. VW lied to
dealers, owners, federal govt and state govt about emissions. Resale value totally collapsed on
premium TDI vehicles. We get 48 mpg on the highway where we do most of our driving. More of
us should be driving diesels. I hope VW survives the scandal and that diesels make a
comeback. All aspects of the car were worth more than I paid for it. Was planning on having it
for many years, until we found out about VW's consumer fraud, knowingly selling illegal autos
in the USA. They completely misrepresented the car's value by doing this. Expect to lose some
performance and MPG after the emissions correction". The entire scandal was bs. It has lower
emissions than ANY of the trucks, semis, dump trucks or other commercial diesel vehicles on
the road when compared to MPG. The TDI was recalled for emissions violation and
subsequently the wonderful highway diesel mileage went from 52mpg down to 42mpg. What
other non hybrid car can do that? Comfortable car when traveling long distances. The car is to
be recalled, but it seems impossible, as they lie to us, and are nearly impossible to
communicate with. Chat Line only!!! How it looks inside and out. Conservative but modern
without the swoopy distraction of other cars from Japan and Korea. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services

at Unlock Ratings. New Used Volkswagen Passat Change Vehicle. Introduced for ,
Volkswagen's midsized sedan was redesigned and optimized for the American market. In other
words, it grew larger than most of its competitors, lost some of that crisp European driving feel
and became less expensive. Since then, continual changes have tweaked and honed the Passat.
There are 9 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Owner Satisfaction. Owner Satisfaction
with:. What Owners Say. Downsides: the emissions scandal, knowing that my car has a Takata
airbag with no fix and only the suggestion in the recall notice not to get into an ac" DIRK B. The
steering is a little stiff compared to other vehicles" Anonymous, KS Volkswagen Passat
"Acceleration is excellent. Would you buy this car again? Acura TL. Audi A6. Audi A7. BMW 5
Series. Buick LaCrosse. Cadillac CTS. Cadillac XTS. Chevrolet Malibu. Chrysler Ford Fusion.
Honda Accord. Hyundai Sonata. Kia Optima. Lexus ES. Lexus GS. Lincoln MKZ. Mazda 6.
Mercedes-Benz E-Class. Nissan Altima. Subaru Legacy. Toyota Camry. Volkswagen Passat.
Percentage of owners who would definitely purchase that same vehicle again.
Owner-satisfaction Ratings are determined by the percentage of those who answered "definitely
yes" to the question asked by the Consumer Reports Annual Auto Survey "Considering all
factors price, performance, reliability, comfort, enjoyment, etc. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
jvc auto stereo manuals
is300 repair manual
2009 nissan murano cabin air filter location
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

